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Enhanced water flow through atomic smooth and hydropho-
bic carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been demonstrated

by both theoretical calculations and experiments.1�5 There is,
however, a great controversy between theory and experiments and
even between experiments. The very limited experiments using
CNTs membrane demonstrated enormous water flow velocity up
to 5 orders of magnitude faster than predicted from conventional
fluid-flow theory with three orders of deviation from different
sources.1,2 In contrast, molecular dynamics (MD) calculation only
gives a rate enhancement of 47�6500 for CNTs with diameters of
4.99�0.81 nm.3,5 Onemore general debate is whether there exists a
clear transition from continuum to subcontinuum transport as the
tube diameter shrinks to subnanometer regime.5 The bottleneck for
experimental attempts arises from fabrication of CNTs membrane
with well-defined structures and the rational estimation of the
available flow area.1 Here we show a single-tube level approach
for elucidating such fundamental nanofluidic issues. The unique
field effect transistors (FETs) array-based experimental design
enables a directmeasurement of water flow velocity inside individual
CNTs. Our work demonstrates a rate enhancement of 51 to 882 for
CNTs with diameters of 1.59 to 0.81 nm, which supports the MD
calculation.3,5 Additionally, we achieved the first experimental
evidence for the transition from continuum to subcontinuum flow
by varying the diameters of CNTs.

The key of our approach is to trace the water flow “front” inside
an individualmillimeter longCNTelectrically with a configuration of
three FETs in series (Figure 1a,b). The FET1 is used to “in-situ”
open the tube end under water droplet by electrical breakdown,6,7

and the synchronous FET2 and FET3 to detect the water front
flowing in based on its influence on the current flow (Figure 2).8,9 It
should be emphasized that opening the tube end under water is a
determinant factor for the success of this experimental design. A bias

voltage of 0.01 V was applied on FET2 and FET3 (no gate voltage)
all the time to detect current change. Simply by measuring the time
delay of current signal jumps between FET2 and FET3 with a given
interspacing, we can then estimate the average water flow velocity
inside the nanotube. The CNT-FETs structure was constructed
through directly growing ultralong CNT on SiO2/Si substrate with
predesigned Pt-pattern (Figure 1b,c). Carbon nanotubes were
synthesized by gas flow-directed chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
method.10�12 The catalysts pattern was made on growth substrate
using PDMS stamp from the ethanol solution of 0.01 mol/L FeCl3.
The typical growth conditions are 930�950 �C, 3 sccm CH4 and 5
sccm H2. Pt was sputtered and patterned as electrodes on SiO2/Si
substrate by standard technique of photolithography and magnetron
sputtering. The as-grown CNTs were characterized by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) followed by gold-wire wedge bonding,
water filling and velocity measurement. A drop of pure water
(18.2MΩ 3 cm) was injected onto FET1 by a 1 μL of microsyringe
which was fixed on a three dimensionally movable microstage for
precisely controlling the drop size andpositionwithout disturbing the
electrical measurement. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) andmulti-
wavelength Raman spectroscopy (632.8, 514.5, 488 nm) were
employed to distinguish individual CNTs from bundles and to deter-
mine the exact tube structures13,14 together with measurements of
electrical resistance and saturation current of CNTs7,13,14 (Support-
ing Information, Figure S1).

For the CNT-FETs array devices with individual CNTs, we
observed two different types of current changes on FET2 and
FET3 in response to water injection at the open tube end on
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ABSTRACT:We present an approach for measuring the water
flow rate through individual ultralong carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) using field effect transistors array defined on individual
tubes. Our work exhibits a rate enhancement of 882�51
and a slip length of 53�8 nm for CNTs with diameters of
0.81�1.59 nm.We also found that the enhancement factor does
not increase monotonically with shrinking tube diameter and
there exists a discontinuous region around 0.98�1.10 nm. We
believe that these single-tube level results would help understand the intrinsic nanofluidics of water in CNTs.
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FET1 (Figure 2). For a smaller diameter CNT, the current shows
a decrease (Figure 2a) while for a larger diameter CNT, it shows
an increase (Figure 2b) after water injection. Na et al. have
investigated the effect of water on CNT-FETs.8 They found that
water molecules behave as electron donors to CNTs. For the
p-type CNT-FETs, the current decreases under a moderate
humidity and starts to increase as the humidity increases over
65%.8 We believe that similar doping effect of water may exist in
our system,9 which creates the theoretical basis of our approach.
For small-diameter tubes, the number of injected water mol-
ecules is less than carbon atoms flowing over and hence the water
doping can only compensate part of holes in CNT-FET, leading
to the decrease of electric current. On the other hand, for large-
diameter tubes the holes are completely compensated and excess
doping creates electron conduction channels.8 Obviously, there
is a time delay on the sharp current jumps between FET2 and
FET3. This can be easily understood by considering the time

expenses of water flow front arriving to FET2 and to FET3.
Therefore, we can estimate the average velocity of water flow
between FET2 and FET3 by

v¼ Lm
ðt2 � t1Þ ð1Þ

where “measure length” Lm is the interspacing between FET2
and FET3, and t1 and t2 are the arrival times of water flow front to
FET2 and FET3, respectively.

To exclude the influence of water flow and/or diffusion along
the outer wall of a CNT, two control experiments were per-
formed. First, a hydrophobic photoresist film was spin-coated
onto the CNT. As shown in Figure 3a, similar current jumps can
be observed on FET2 and FET3 in response to water injection.
Second, without opening up the tube end at the site of FET1 by
electrical breakdown, no any current jumps can be observed on
the uncovered FET2 and FET3 in response to water injection
(Figure 3b). These observations suggest that the current jumps
can only be induced by water flow inside the carbon nanotube.
To test the reliability of our approach, we cut a millimeter long
CNT into two segments and measured the water flow velocity
independently. As can be seen from Table 1, all three different
CNTs give reproducible velocity values at two identical segments
with a deviation of <15%. The experimental errors are mainly
determined by the “dead” FET conduction channel length
(typically a fewmicrometers) and the time resolution of electrical
measurement. To overcome the limitation of system response
(typically submilliseconds), the fast water flow can be damped
easily by increasing the “damping length” Ld between FET1 and
FET2. After systematic optimization of the experimental condi-
tions, we measured the water flow velocity over 50 CNT-FETs
array devices, 82% of which exhibited clear current jumps on
FET2 and FET3 in response to water injection after opening the
tube end at FET1. In fact, only those CNTs having small
bandgaps were found to be suitable for our nanofluidic measure-
ments, while for large bandgap CNTs no discernible current flow
was obtained because of the cutoff effect of FET device. The
water flow velocity values experimentally observed fall into a
range of 46�928 μm/s for CNTs of 1.59�0.81 nm in diameter
(Figure 5 inset and Supporting Information Table S1).

MD simulations with LAMMPS were used to examine the
process of water molecules entering into (n,n) (n = 6�12) type
of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). The MD calcula-
tion domain consisted of water molecules and a single-walled
carbon nanotube (SWNT), whose diameter ranges from 8.14 to

Figure 1. Experimental setup of current-based flow velocity measure-
ment in a CNT. (a) Schematic illustration of the three FETs array device
made on one individual CNT with a common ground and a channel
length of 6 μm. The FET1was used to open the tube end for water filling
by electrical breakdown, and the other two FETs to detect the water flow
front. The Ld between FET1 and FET2 was for damping down the fast
water flow and the flow velocity was obtained as an average in the Lm
between FET2 and FET3. (b) Optical microscope image of the typical
three CNT-FETs array device, where the dash line indicates the location
of CNT. (c) SEM image of FET2 shown in (b).

Figure 2. Two types of current changes on FET2 (red) and FET3 (black) in response to water injection at the open tube end on FET1. (a) Current
decrease. (b) Current increase.
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16.27 Å and whose length is 28.4 Å. The simulation box was
5.2� 5.2� 5.2 nm3. The Nos�e�Hoover thermostat with a time-
step of 1 fs was employed to regulate the temperature at 300 K.
The systems were replicated periodically in all the three dimensions.
The extended single point charge (SPC/E) water model was used to
simulate the behaviors of water molecules. The reservoirs were filled
with 4000 water molecules. The Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters for
water molecules were σO�O = 0.3166 nm, εO�O = 0.6500 kJ/mol,
σH�H = 0.0000 nm, and εH�H = 0.0000 kJ/mol from the SPC/E
model. The carbon atoms of tube were modeled as uncharged
Lennard-Jones (LJ) particles. The C�C bond length was 1.42 Å.
The LJ parameters for carbon atoms were σC�C = 0.3617 nm,
εC�C = 0.1480 kJ/mol. The values of σ and ε between them were
calculated according to the Lorentz�Berthelot rule: σx-y = (σx-x þ
σy-y)/2 and εx-y = (εx-xεy-y)/2. The equations of motion were
integrated by using a leapfrog algorithm.

Figure 4 shows the tube diameter dependence of water structure
and radial density profile inside a (n,n) tube (Figure S2, Supporting
Information). Obviously, together with the increase of tube dia-
meter, water molecules behavior like a single-file chain for (6,6)
tube, stacked hexagonal rings for (9,9) tube, and disordered bulklike
water for (12,12) tube, respectively, which are consistent with
previous reports.5,15 The corresponding radial density profiles of
water in these SWNTs further depict the remarkable size effect at
nanoscale regime. It is no doubt that such kind of size effect would
strongly affect the nanofluidics of water in CNTs. As described by
Hummer et al.,16 the driving force of water flow into CNTs arises
from the lower chemical potential of tube-trapped water molecules
relative to bulk water, and the chemical potential difference can be
estimated by

Δμ ¼ RT ln
F0
F ð2Þ

where F and F0 are the respective water densities in CNT and in the
bulk while the former can be obtained by integrating the corre-
sponding radial density profile shown in Figure 4b�d.R andT have

their conventional meanings. Figure 4e reveals the correlation of
relative water density (F/F0) and the chemical potential difference
(Δμ) with tube diameters obtained from MD simulation. Neglect-
ing the minor contribution of tube chirality,17 both packing density
and chemical potential difference exhibit monotonic decrease
together with the increase of tube diameter.

Hagen�Poiseuille equation is usually used to describe the
steady-state fluid flow in a tube, a modified version of which, the
Washburn equation had proved that Hagen�Poiseuille equation
can also be applied to a system where the pressure gradient is
changing as a function of time.4,18 Velocity from Hagen�Poiseuille
(H�P) equation is

ν ¼ r2

8ξ
ΔP
L

ð3Þ

where r is the radius of a nanopore, ξ is the viscosity of water, and
ΔP/L is the pressure gradient along nanotube. For our specific
experimental configuration, the average velocity of water flow from
FET2 to FET3 can be easily derived from Hagen�Poiseuille
equation

vav ¼ r2ΔP
Lm
2
þ Ld

� �
8ξ

ð4Þ

whereΔP =�Δμ/V is the driving pressure, V is the molar volume
of water, ξ is the viscosity of water (10�3 Pa 3 s), and r is the radius of
a nanopore. Equation 4 indicates that the average velocity is
equivalent to a velocity at the length of (Lm/2þ Ld). For a typical
damping length of 280 μm and measure length of 1050 μm, the
equivalent length is 805 μm (Supporting Information Figure S3).
With the calculated velocity data, we can then estimate the enhance-
ment factor, defined as the ratio of observed velocity to that cal-
culated from no-slip continuum Hagen�Poiseuille equation, and
slip length, when taking slip-flow into consideration (Supporting
Information S3). Slip length was obtained from the following

Figure 3. Control experiments for confirming our current-based flow velocity measurement. (a) Current responses on FET2 and FET3 after excluding
water flow/diffusion along CNT outer wall by covering CNT with hydrophobic photoresist; (b) current responses on FET2 and FET3 with the
uncovered CNT end being not opened at FET1.

Table 1. Reliability Test with Three Different CNTs in Which Each CNT Was Cut into Two Identical Segments for Velocity
Measurement

sample damping length (μm) measure length (μm) velocity of part 1 (μm/s) velocity of part 2 (μm/s)

CNT 1 140 280 20.3( 1.6 18.1( 1.4

CNT 2 140 280 40.8( 2.9 34.2( 2.6

CNT 3 140 280 21.2( 1.6 23.0( 0.8
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equation

vslip ¼ r2 þ 4rLs
8ξ

ΔP
L

ð5Þ

Generally, both enhancement factor and slip length are intrinsic to
the CNT-water system, which is not sensitive to the experimental
conditions such as tube length, pressure and etc.

Table 2 summarizes our measurement results in comparison
with previous experimental and theoretical data.1�3,5 Instead of flow
velocity, we employed enhancement factor and slip length to
characterize the intrinsic nanofluidic performance of water�CNT
system. To rule out any interference from bundles and multiwalled
carbon nanotubes, only those CNTs having well-determined struc-
tures were adopted for calculating the enhancement factor and slip
length. To our surprise, the enhancement factors fall into a range of
51�882 for CNTs having diameters of 1.59�0.81 nm, which are
over 3 orders of magnitude smaller than Hinds’s results and about 1
order of magnitude smaller than Holt’s results even though our
nanotubes have smaller pore sizes.1,2 The slip lengthsweobtained are
from 8 to 53 nm, over 4 orders of magnitude smaller than Hinds’s
work and 2 orders of magnitude smaller than Holts’ work.1,2 On
the other hand, our single-tube-based approach is well close to

McGaughey’s MD simulation.3,5 For CNTs having diameters of
4.99�0.81 nm, the MD simulation derives a rate enhancement of
47�6500.3,5Our experimental design precluded any uncertainty and
averaging effect on determining the actualflowarea ofCNTsbecause
of the use of single tubes. Complications in our system would be
resulted from tube end effects,19 structural perfectness, and chirality
of CNTs, and possible electrowetting effect.20,21 Because of the com-
pensation between different factors and their minor effects on this
experiment,19�21 it is believed not to change the order of magnitude
for the obtained results. Hence the obtained enhancement and slip
length values should reflect the intrinsic nanofluidics of water in
CNTs. As a conclusion, although the CNTs can provide a fast
transport of water, it was seriously overestimated, most probably
arising from the difficulties in quantitative nanofluidicmeasurements.

With this single-tube level approach, we directly achieved the
first experimental correlation between nanofluidic behavior and
tube diameter at the nanoscale regime (Figure 5). For compar-
ison with previous work, we employed both pore diameter and
tube diameter, and both constant viscosity and effective viscosity
for calculations, which all gave the similar tendency (Figure S3
Supporting Information). Contrary to the prediction from con-
tinuum no-slip Hagen�Poiseuille law,1 the flow velocity of water
confined in a CNT decreases with increasing the tube diameter

Figure 4. Molecular dynamics simulations on CNT-trapped water molecules. (a) Water structure inside (6,6), (9,9), and (12,12) SWNTs. (b�d)
Radial density profiles of water in (6, 6), (9,9), and (12,12) SWNT, respectively. The radial distance was toward the wall from the center of the tube at r =
0 nm. (e) CNT-diameter dependences of relative density (F/F0) (red) and chemical potential difference (Δμ) (blue) of tube-trapped water molecules.

Table 2. Enhancement Factors and Slip Lengths Obtained with Our Single-Tube Approach in Comparison with Previous
Theoretical and Experimental Data

diameter of CNT (nm) enhancement factor slip length (nm)

our work 0.81�1.59 c51�882 c8�53
b21�192 b4�25

J. K. Holtc 1.3�2.0a 560�8400 140�1400

B. J. Hindsc 7a 43860�77018 39000�68000

A. J. H. McGaugheyb 0.81�1.66 433�6500

1.66�4.99 47�433 30�105
a Inner pore size of CNT. b Full diameter, modified viscosity was used to calculate enhancement factor and slip length. c Inner pore diameter, invariable
viscosity (1.0 mPa 3 s) was used for calculation.
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(inset of Figure 5). Of particular importance is that the flow
enhancement factor does not show a monotonic increase with
decreasing tube diameters and there clearly exists a discontin-
uous region located around 0.98�1.10 nm. This strongly sug-
gests a transition from continuum to subcontinuum flow when
the tube diameter shrinks down, well consistent with the
theoretical prediction of McGaughey et al.5

Although the velocities of water flow obtained from individual
SWNTs are remarkably smaller than previous results on CNTs
membranes, the enhancement over conventional flow is still very
prominent at the nanoscale regime. Especially for 0.81 nm tubes, over
3 orders of magnitude enhancement has been observed. This cer-
tainly reflects the intrinsic nanofluidic property of the CNT�water
system, attributable to the atomic level smoothness of tubewall, weak
water-tube wall coupling, and the single-file molecular transport
phenomenon of water confined in the nanospace of CNTs.1,3,16

The discontinuity of enhancement observed in 0.98�1.10 nm
diameter regime, or in other words, the transition of water from
continuum to subcontinuum flow, is believed to originate from the
structural variation of hydrogen bonding network of water because of
spatial confinement effect.Obviously, our approachusing single-tube-
based electrical measurement would help to elucidate the controver-
sial nanofluidics of water inCNTs though it remains a great challenge
to identify the effect of tube chirality and tomonitor the extremely fast
water flow at the tube inlet because of the limited time resolution of
electrical measurements. The present findings would also pave the
way for understanding the ion transport through biological channels.

In summary, our single tube level electrical approach based on
a configuration of three FETs in series offers an effective way to
measure the water flow velocity in individual ultralong carbon
nanotubes. The water flow enhancement and slip length in CNTs
obtained from our work are orders of magnitude smaller than
previously reported using CNTs membrane, but agree well with
theoretical prediction. We believe that the previous overestimation
comes from the difficult quantitative measurement of effective flow
area in CNTsmembrane. Therefore our single-tube approach would
help to understand the intrinsic nanofluidics of water in CNTs.
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